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1. Introduction

In the RAN WG1 #14 meeting Nokia presented a discussion document on Hybrid ARQ [1] where it was
stated that the complexity of RLC level HARQ is too high to be acceptable. This contribution compares the
complexity RLC level HARQ to L1 HARQ (from hereon called fast HARQ). There is also a text proposal to
be included in the HARQ technical report.

2. Complexity comparison

In Release –99 specification ARQ protocol is operating on RLC level. All the buffering and processing is also
done on RLC level on RLC-PDUs. The total latency of ARQ retransmissions is estimated to be about 200 ms
in the Release –99 scheme.

For Release –00 there is a work item on Hybrid ARQ that has been explained in a number of contributions
[1], [2], [3]. HARQ aims at improving ARQ performance by combining retransmissions on physical layer.
This processing on physical layer also requires buffering the received soft symbols in L1.

The number of symbols to be buffered in L1 receiver for RLC HARQ protocol can be estimated roughly as
follows:

( ))( NACKretransmitPDURLC latencylatencyTTIinPDUsfailedbitscodedbuffer +××= (1)

The receiver generally collects a few erroneous RLC-PDUs before sending a NACK to the transmitter. This is
modelled as the NACK latency. The period from sending NACK to receiving the retransmitted RLC-PDU is
the retransmission latency.

In the previous contribution on HARQ complexity [1] Nokia pointed out that the latency inherent in RLC
level HARQ protocol would lead to big buffering memory need. Shortening the latency is directly reducing the
buffering memory so steps for decreasing the latency are desirable.

Moving ARQ protocol from RNC to Node B removes the need to signal over the Iub interface. This can be
estimated as a saving of <120 ms in retransmission latency for a packet. Furthermore, with fast HARQ the
packets are acknowledged individually so the NACK latency is in the order of one frame.

Fast HARQ employs a dual-channel stop-and-wait protocol, i.e. a new packet is sent only when an
acknowledgement for the previous one is received. The receiver buffers at most two RLC PDUs, one in odd
and one in even channel buffer. Thus, the maximum buffer size for fast HARQ is:

( )2×= PDURLCbitscodedbuffer (2)
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Figures 1-3 show a comparison of the receiver buffer sizes at several data rates for RLC HARQ and fast
HARQ. For RLC HARQ these charts show an average size of the buffer as defined by equation (1) since the
maximum is difficult to estimate for RLC HARQ. For fast HARQ the maximum buffer size from equation (2)
is depicted. The frame size used for fast HARQ is 3.33 ms as considered as a default for fast HARQ protocol
in HSPA discussion. For RLC HARQ the NACK latency is assumed as 10 TTIs and the retransmission
latency as either 6 TTIs or 12 TTIs (shown in the legend). It is also assumed that a 24-bit CRC field and 8
tail bits are added to the RLC PDU. In the RLC HARQ figures for the bit rates 8, 32 and 64 kbps there is one
RLC PDU per a 10 ms frame, for 384 kbps there are 10 RLC PDUs per a 10 ms frame. For fast HARQ one
RLC PDU per frame is assumed.

Figure 1. Average receiver L1 buffer size for BLER = 30%

Figure 2. Average receiver L1 buffer size for BLER = 50%
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Figure 3. Average receiver L1 buffer size for BLER = 70%

It can be seen that fast HARQ gives an order of magnitude reduction in L1 receiver buffer size. An additional
advantage for fast HARQ is that the maximum buffer size can be easily calculated and it is independent of
BLER. Depending on channel conditions receiver buffer for RLC HARQ may overflow the average size by
considerable amount.

On the other hand, with the RLC protocol in Node B some buffering is now needed in Node B L1. Moreover,
assuming that an upper level RLC protocol is retained in RNC also flow control between Node B L1 RLC
and RNC RLC protocols is needed to prevent the L1 buffer from overflowing. However, these considerations
do not impact the receiver buffer in the UE where memory size impact on hardware is biggest.

3. Text proposal for HARQ TR

7 Physical Layer impacts

7.1 Overview of physical layer mechanisms

7.2 Performance evaluation

7.3 Impacts to UE  and Node B complexity
One important aspect to consider is the complexity of introducing HARQ into Release –00. If HARQ is terminated in
the SRNC, ACKs are communicated between UE and RNC RLCs, and soft combining is done on L1. However, RLC
level round trip delay (ca 120 ms) and polling period (ca 80 ms) for ACKs makes the buffer memory requirement in
UE L1 considerable.

The number of symbols to be buffered in L1 receiver with RLC HARQ can be estimated roughly as follows:

( ))( NACKretransmitPDURLC latencylatencyTTIinPDUsfailedbitscodedbuffer +××=
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where it is assumed for the sake of clarity that an integer number of RLC PDUs fit into one L1 TTI. The latencies are
also considered as multiples of a TTI. For HARQ with soft combining all retransmissions are combined and stored in
the same location as the first transmitted symbol, so the number of retransmissions does not increase the buffering
need. For HARQ employing additional redundancy smaller blocks are transmitted, but in practice one has to reserve
room for a complete encoded symbol in the receiver for assembling the incremental information; thus the difference
between soft combining and additional redundancy combining is small when the lowest encoding rate is the same.

The number of symbols to be buffered in L1 receiver with fast HARQ is at most two TTIs:

( )2×= PDURLCbitscodedbuffer

and this figure is independent of the BLER.

In practical cases for RLC HARQ, with a total latency around 200 ms, there is a need to buffer several tens of
ksymbols of soft symbol decisions in the receiver. Depending on how many bits are used to represent a soft symbol in
the decoding stage this memory requirement becomes a multiple of the soft symbol memory usage. Buffer memory
consumption for both RLC HARQ and fast HARQ is shown in Figure x for BLER = 50%. The retransmission latency
for RLC HARQ is either 6 TTIs or 12 TTIs.

Figure x. Average receiver L1 buffer size for BLER = 50%
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